
Using the numerals 1,7,7,7 and 7 (a "1" and four "7"s) create the number 100. 

As well as the five numerals you can use the usual mathematical operations +, −, ×, ÷ and 
brackets ().

For example: (7+1) × (7+7) = 112 would be a good attempt, but not right, because it is not 
100.



Review of Factors and Multiples 
Assessment

January 16/2017



Some consistent things that I noticed....

- Be systematic! For #2, many of you got a 
factor and stopped once you found one. You 
needed to find the greatest common factor.

- Read and then reread the question

- Use pictures! Rewrite it! If you understand the 
question, feel confident in the strategy,

- RECHECK YOUR WORK! #1 really brought 
this up. If you made a mistake skip-counting, 
you were in trouble! 

- Use all the time you have! 



1. Find a common multiple of 4, 5, and 6. Explain how you know the number 
you found is a common multiple.



2. Look at the following list of numbers: 2, 36, 9, 8, 24. Which number is a factor 
of 18, but not a multiple of 2?



3. Find the greatest common factor of 32 and 40 



4. Identify a prime number and a composite number.  Use words, pictures and 
symbols to explain how you know. 



5. Mr. Burima needs to ship 12 comedy DVDs, 24 animated DVDs, and 30 
musicals. He can pack only one type of DVD in each box and he must pack the 
same number of DVDs in each box. What is the greatest number of DVDs Mr. 
Burima can pack in each box?



6. Ms. McNeil has decided to make party baskets for the fundraiser. Balloons 
are sold in bags of 20, party horns are sold in bags of 10, and there are 8 candy 
bars in a package. How many of each should she buy so there are an equal 
number of balloons, horns and candy bars in each basket?



How can we create the 
optimal learning 
environment for all 
students?

Classroom Design Challenge



“What do you really need in a 
learning environment?

Ping Pong- Interview for Empathy

-  Goal: Understand what your partner 
needs for learning

- take turns asking the above question

- share your map to help explain

- jot down notes in your journal





Generating Ideas
Speed Date

- grow your ideas

- no one owns an idea

- plussing (Yes, and)

- add to your list 

`



Residential Schools





Indian Act 



 Student Reflection on Elbow Park
• What will you remember about your 

time at Elbow Park School? Why?
> What are your BIG memories? 

What really stands out? It can be a 
story, a classroom, a person.

• What does our regular day look like?

Memories



Typical Schedule in a Residential School



Student Reflection on Residential Schools 
Student

Why do you think the day was like this? 
What were the reasons?

What are your thoughts on the day?

What are the differences between our day 
and their day? 



Student Reading (Taking notes) We have some quotes from 
actual Indian Residential School Survivors that can help tell us 
about the legacy of residential school system. In pairs the 
students can read through some of the memories  

> In Google Drive � Room 10 Projects - Residential 
Schools



Questions For Discussion....

Do you think that Aboriginal families and 
community members were effected, even if 
they didn't go to residential schools 
themselves?

What were the lasting effects of Indian 
Residential Schools on how people felt about 
themselves?



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK483UHGd7k

Steps towards education and healing...

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCpn1erz1y8

Government Apology

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TK483UHGd7k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xCpn1erz1y8


Truth and Reconciliation Commission



Rainbow Loom 3 Act Problem 



What do you want to 
know about this? 

Act 1





Estimate too high? 

Estimate too low?

Estimate just right?  



Brainstorm all the 
differnt ways you 
can measure 
something...



How many 
different units can 
you come up 
with? 







Metric vs. Imperial

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MekxJse2vgs

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U04nHNUMfPA

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U04nHNUMfPA


What unit would you use to measure? 



What unit would you use to measure? 













Will it stick?



Why$were$you$able$to$do$
this?$What$causes$the$

balloon$to$s4ck?$What$do$
you$wonder?$









++++++++ POSITIVE ++++++++

+ Air
+ Skin

+ Leather
+ Asbestos

+ Glass
+ Mica

+ Quartz
+ Nylon
+ Wool
+ Fur

+ Lead
+ Silk

+ Aluminum
0 Paper
0 Cotton
0 Steel
0 Wood
− Amber
− Latex

− Hard rubber
− Nickel
− Copper
− Brass
− Silver
− Gold

− Platinum
− Polyester
− Polystyrene
− Neoprene

− Saran ("cling film")
− Polyethylene
− Polypropylene

− Polyvinylchloride (PVC)
− Selenium
− Teflon

− Silicone rubber
− Ebonite (very hard vulcanized rubber)

−−−−−−−−NEGATIVE−−−−−−−−



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ViZNgU-Yt-Y

Trick shots.....


